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This is not one of those guides that gives you a long list of things to do that
makes you feel overwhelmed or inadequate so that you’ll hire me.

Ready to be empowered
& take control of your

own website?
SETTING UP AND DESIGNING YOUR OWN

WEBSITE CAN BE BEWILDERING 

I want to give you a process to follow and the right information so that
you can make informed decisions and be in control of your own website.   

 
Yes, I ask you to do a lot of thinking but I also give you plenty of
suggestions and guidance to steer you through.

 
It can be used by anyone but is especially useful if you are selling your
services to others.

 
Most importantly, for your website to really work you can’t avoid this stuff
so heads down and let's go!
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YOUR CLIENTS >

BUILDING YOUR WEBSITE >

START WITH YOU >
You are crucial to your website being
the best it can be.

01

02

03

04

What we're
going to cover

GOALS FOR YOUR WEBSITE >

3 simple questions to make sure your
website is the best for them.

The nuts and bolts of your website and
how it can help your business.

The technical set up and how not to
get overwhelmed.
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START WITH
YOU

YOU ARE CRUCIAL TO
YOUR WEBSITE BEING THE
BEST IT CAN BE

your brand & what makes you unique

your clients & their wants and needs

your business process

what  issues you may have in your workflows 

what you'd like to be doing in the future

You don't need to become a web designer to design

your own website.  By using guides like this,

templates and other free resources.  You really can

do it.  

The key thing to recognise is that you already

know the most important things that a web

designer needs to know which is your business.

 More specifically, you know:
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So how do you start
putting all of that 
into a website?

A lot of people think they need to start with all

the technical setup - such as the domain name

and hosting.

And yes, these are all things that need to be

considered at some stage. But, for some people

this approach makes them switch off.  

It's your website, so you get to choose what

works best for you.

I like to start with planning but again this may

not be for you.  Many people are most

excited about what it will look like.  If this is

you then start there. 

It's your website,
your rules
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The "Where to start" playlist is on Spotify.  I

curated it when I was writing and designing this

guide.  

I love working to music, it helps me focus but it

also helps my mood and approach to different

tasks.

I hope you enjoy listening to this as much as I

enjoyed making it!

Hey there, I am aware this planning takes time and can be difficult. 

 I really want this to be exciting or even fun!  

So, I've put a playlist together to entertain you while you work.  

Enjoy,  Jules x

press play

Here's the playlist to help
you while you work

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3iJwXIEMB8HfN0LE75pwik?si=bd6786cf6eb7454d
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3iJwXIEMB8HfN0LE75pwik?si=4d67e83c8f9345f6
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If you want to start your website by thinking

about how it will look then I can highly

recommend this slightly strategic approach.

Remember to save your research!  It's so

frustrating when you see something you love

and can't remember where you saw it.

What do you want
your website 
to look like?

So, make a cuppa, set up these four folders

or headers and use whatever method

works best for you.

Whether it's Pinterest, bookmarking

websites, a spreadsheet or pen & paper -

it's your choice.

website layouts

colours

fonts

your personal style

4 AREAS TO THINK ABOUT

Avoid looking at templates at this stage, wait
until you know what you want your site to do

tip
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What about
your future
plans?
Don't spend time and money on

something that isn’t going to last. What

do you think you might need so that you

can make sure your website can do it

when the time is right?

HERE ARE HOW MY CLIENTS HAVE
PREVIOUSLY ANSWERED THIS QUESTION

Sell gift vouchers 

Offer an online course

Book appointments

Leave reviews

Podcast

Private members area
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Time to think
about your
clients
The next step is to work out what you

want your website to do.  For you to

work that out, you need to know what

your clients want.   

The bonus is that this will also give you

some golden treasure for you to use

when you are writing the text for your

website.

What is the single most important

thing visitors want from your site? 

e.g. find new products, register for a

course, join a mailing list

THREE SIMPLE QUESTIONS

1

Make a list of the desired outcomes

your clients might have in mind

e.g. to get a fast quote, a quick

answer, download a price list
2

List any concerns your clients might

have.

e.g. quality, experience, price,

cancellation process
3
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make people aware of your business

connect with your website visitors

help them to know, like & trust you

convert them into clients

Do these 4 key goals work for your website?

What you want 
your website 
to do?

If this journey sounds right for you then the

next step is to decide how your website is going

to practically achieve each of these things.

The easiest way to do this is to look at different

features and functions and decide if they would

work for you and your clients.
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Now you're getting into the nitty-gritty of getting your website

started and it's easy to get overwhelmed.  So to make it

easier, here is a simple process to guide you.
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A FEW SUGGESTIONS 
TO GET YOU STARTED

Image gallery

Search function

Event calendar

A location map

Contact form (with a thank you page)

Book a call

Live chat

Online sales: products, online courses, gift certificates

A podcast feed

Video library

 A blog

Testimonials or reviews

Promote your email list

Collect specific data

Feed from other channels e.g. Instagram

Specific marketing web pages: eg. sales page, waiting

lists etc

Automated emails

What will help you achieve
the 4 goals on the previous
page? 

What else might your website need?
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This is a company such as Wix or Squarespace - you pick a

package that meets your needs, then choose a template,

customise it and add your text and images. Generally, they are

simple but limiting.

It is the one I use the most, it is free and I would highly

recommend using it with a Page Builder - as this makes

it so much easier.  I use one called Divi, as it is flexible

and it makes it easier for my clients to be in control of

their own website. 

What are you 
going to use 
to build your site?
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Just in case you do have technology dread - I want to

assure you there is nothing to fear.  It is just a tool to

enable you to do what you want to do.

So that you don't feel defeated right at the start, by the

number of choices available, look at it as an either-or

decision.

OPTION 1

WEBSITE BUILDER

OPTION 2
WORDPRESS

pros & cons
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 PROS CONS

PROS CONS

They usually provide the
technical set up eg hosting,
security certificates 
Easy to use

Expense
Fewer and restrictive templates
Can't add new functions 
Unable to change templates

Very flexible with endless
possibilities – it can do and
look like almost anything
Very easy to add to and to
change so it can develop with
your needs
Much cheaper than a website
builder

Need to do the technical set
up yourself e.g. hosting etc.
The learning curve can take
time

WEBSITE BUILDERS
(IN GENERAL)

WORDPRESS 
WITH A PAGE BUILDER
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In a world of Tiktok and Snapchat, a blog may seem a bit old fashioned. 

 BUT it drives traffic to your website, is an excellent way to position

yourself as an expert and generates leads.  If you are convinced then

WordPress is the best option for you.    

 

TOP TIP

I'll be covering content and templates another

time but at this stage, I just wanted to give you a

warning.

Before choosing your template make sure

you have assessed it thoroughly.

With most website builders you can’t change

your mind.  Your website will always be that

template unless you change your subscription.

So, make sure it does everything you need both

now and in the future.

This isn't such an issue for WordPress as you

can change templates.  There are free ones but

also thousands you can buy.

Just make sure the one you like is available on

any Page Builder you may be using such as Divi

and Elementor.

A NOTE ABOUT TEMPLATES
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What very few website designers tell you

upfront is that you’ll need to do most of this

work anyway. Even if you hire a web designer.  

Because they will need this information - or at

least the good ones will!

Which bit did 
you skip?

are scared of technology 

can't carve out enough time to work on

their websites

would rather only focus on what their

website looks like and not what it can do. 

My clients include those who:

 

And I have one client who is all three!

I also know what it's like you sign-up for a guide

and there isn't a quick fix or a magic wand.  Just

more things on my to-do list.

It's quite ok if you did - it's only natural.  This

type of work is difficult for many people,

especially those who are time-poor.  

Can I help?
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If you are still not sure - then think about what your work-life will be like in 6

months if you don't have your new website.  Will you still be manually following

up leads, or emailing information because it can't be found online? 

Are you ready
to start?

AT THE END OF THIS PROCESS YOU WILL

have a clear idea of what you want & need

possess pertinent information so you can make informed
decisions

have collected golden treasure so you can start writing
amazing text for your new website

be perfectly placed to start designing the damn thing!

 Now is the right time and now you know where to start!
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Want to chat 
about what 

you've read?
SEND ME A MESSAGE

CLICK HERE

Jules
about me

https://www.facebook.com/groups/thedesignspace
https://www.facebook.com/groups/thedesignspace
https://julesva.com/
https://julesva.com/contact/
https://julesva.com/about/
https://julesva.com/about/

